Portable Projection Schlieren
Making the Invisible Visible

A new lower-cost, portable, flexible, and easy-to-use technology for
large-scale refractive-index visualization with the schlieren effect.
▪ Heat convection ▪ Shock waves ▪ Strong acoustic sources ▪ Leaks ▪ Exhausts
▪ Any temperature, pressure, or density gradient in a transparent medium

3 main components
▪ Digital projector
▪ Computer running SchlierenView™
▪ sTube™ optical system
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Description
Schlieren imaging is a popular technique for visualizing distortions in transparent media like air and water.
These distortions can be related to such important physical parameters as temperature, density, pressure, and
composition, so the schlieren effect can be used to create images of heat flow, gas flow, shock waves, intense
sound, and dozens of other phenomena that are critical in science and engineering. Schlieren imaging in general
was developed in the 19th century and relies on forming an image with rays that pass by a sharp cutoff filter, which
is arranged so that the ray intensity has a steep derivative along the edge of the filter. This arrangement allows
small deviations in the path of the rays to produce a large change in the image intensity from the undeviated level.
Classical schlieren systems though use light collimated by optics such as mirrors or lenses, which effectively limits
the area under test to the size of the optics and makes the technique very difficult and expensive to use for larger
imaging areas.
Unlike classical schlieren systems, our digital focusing schlieren systems are portable and self-aligning, removing
the demanding construction and set-up requirements that used to make schlieren imaging prohibitively expensive
and difficult. The area of observation is approximately half the size of the projection area, so a 12 ft (4 m) diagonal
projection can give a field with a 6 ft. (2 m) diagonal, for example.
Example Images

Hairdryer

Hot tea cup

Hot tea cup and space heater
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How it Works
Spectabit’s Portable Projection Schlieren System is based on our patented Digital Focusing Schlieren technology
(US Patent 9,232,117 B2). It employs a digital projector to project a pattern of lines onto a screen behind the
object. The screen reflects the light back into the sTubeTM optical system where it passes through a cutoff filter

before it reaches the camera sensor. The camera is focused on the schlieren object (a heat flow, for example),
not the screen or cutoff filter, and the depth of field is shallow enough that the screen pattern is largely or
completely defocused. In the absence of density gradients, light rays travel straight from the screen to the c utoff
filter, which blocks approximately half of the light rays. Advanced image processing algorithms in the included
SchlierenViewTM software are applied to remove background noise and enhance contrast, resulting in a background
of uniform intensity.
Hot and cold air currents, gas vapors, and shock waves create zones of varying density that bend light rays, thereby
distorting the line pattern projected on the background screen. The distortion alters the amount of light that passes
through the cutoff filter to the image sensor. In the resulting image, air currents and shock waves appear as sharply
focused light and dark objects etched in a gray background. The system is so sensitive that it is possible to see
warm air rising from the palm of an outstretched hand.
Video Format
The standard system is designed for video rate applications at 1920 × 1080 HD resolution, but please contact
sales@spectabit.com for high speed and specialized solutions. Either portrait orientation (long dimension vertical)
or landscape orientation (long dimension horizontal) can be used (please specify when ordering).
Projection Surface
Best results are achieved projecting onto a flat white background such as a white painted wall. A conventional
projection screen may improve the image quality but is not necessary unless high levels of background light are
present (e.g. diffuse daylight or direct sunlight). The range has been tested out to 30 ft. (10 m) but larger distances
may be useable with low background light.
Lenses
The standard objective lens has an 85-mm focal length, but different f-mount lenses can be used to optimize
the system for different working distances and fields of view. Contact Spectabit Optics LLC for information about
the effects on system performance; longer focal-length lenses generally give higher sensitivity but reduced field
of view. A higher-sensitivity version of the system based on an sTube™ Pro optical system with a fixed focal-length
lens is also a vailable.
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Top-View Schematic — Key Distances
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Specifications*
Parameter
Angular Field of View
Field of View (FOV)
Working Distance
Screen distance
Screen size
Image Sensor
Illumination
Line Pattern
Instrument Size

Typical		Comment
19° H x 11° W		
standard 85 mm lens
60” H x 34” W		
depends on working distance
15’ 		
= 3 x vertical FOV
30’		
= 2 x working distance
10’ H x 5’-8” W 		
= 2 x FOV
Digital monochrome camera with 24 fps HD video (1920 x 1080 pixels)
Commercial LCD projector
User variable direction (45º recommended)
22” long x 3” wide x 3” high (sTube™)

* Some specifications subject to change or customizable.

Contact Us
22941 Mill Creek Drive
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
sales@spectabit.com
www.spectabit.com
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